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In the name of God, and praise to God.
Peace and prayers be upon God's messenger, his family,
companions and followers
My fellow Muslims everywhere,
God’s peace, mercy and blessings be upon you,
Bush has delivered his State of the Union address before
Congress, and his speech was filled with lies and misguidance.
One wonders how the leader of the most powerful nation on earth
is not ashamed of all of this deceit and lying, and how could
anyone from his nation’s leaders and warlords cheer or applaud
him? It is a phenomenon that requires a lot of thinking and
reflection. Did Bush reach such a low level that he ridicules
the intelligence of his audience? And did all of his audience
reach an extent that they accept this belittlement and mocking
of their intelligence? Does the most powerful nation in the
world enjoy such baldness that they accept this misguidance and
mislead, promote, and spread it everywhere? In any case, this
might be outside the scope of my subject, and so let’s get back
to the Crusader Bush who is full of lies.
In his speech, Bush made four broad claims, broader than the
distance between East and West:
His first claim: That his forces are spreading freedom and
security in the world.
His second claim: That Iraq has gained its freedom due to the
help of the Coalition Forces.
His third claim: That his government has captured more than two
thirds of al-Qa'ida.
And his fourth claim: That the situation in Afghanistan is
stable.

Along with these claims, he repeatedly insisted on requesting
more money and funds to support his forces and security
agencies.
We want to remind the whole world and the American people, who
are led behind this lying Crusader-president, and recall a
number of crystal clear facts, that even Bush and his lies
cannot hide. The first thing we would like to remind CrusaderBush with is that his forces do not spread freedom or security,
but oppression and fear, and install corrupt rulers who are
protected by his forces, who plan and show them how to brutalize
and scavenge their people, while allowing them to inherit their
powers from tyrant to descendant tyrant.
A quick look at the Islamic world, from Morocco to Indonesia,
will reveal to you what sort of rulers the US supports and
blesses their efforts in a war against Islam which it calls "The
War on Terror."
Where is the freedom that the US is spreading through its agents
such as Egypt's Husni Mubarak? That tyrant, who admitted to
taking Egypt out of the Islamic-nation battle against Israel,
disarmed the Sinai, and held the Sharm ash-Shaykh conference. He
has always exercised pressure on the Palestinian Jihad
organizations for the sake of Israel. Husni Mubarak, whose
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prisons are overcrowded with tens of thousands of honorable
freemen that only demand the just rule of Shari'ah and resist
surrendering to Israel as they fight against corruption, moral
and financial deterioration… that Husni Mubarak who is preparing
his son to succeed him in subjugating Egypt.
Where is the freedom of the Al Sa'ud family, who consider the
country and the people in it as their own personal property,
those who propagate a Saudi religion that calls for the complete
and blind obedience to the ruler, who support Jews and
Christians who brought their hordes of armies to the land of
Islam which filled the land with corruption, deterioration,
theft, immorality, and assaults against sanctities.
Where is the independence of Pervez Musharraf, who allows the
FBI to frolic in his country with freedoms that they cannot even
enjoy in America? Where is the independence of Pervez Musharraf,
who helped America to kill tens of thousands of people and to

annihilate the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, and who is now
seeking to achieve America's, Israel's, and India's goal to
annihilate Pakistan, by allowing the American, Israeli and
Indian intelligence to interrogate the scientists of Pakistan’s
nuclear project and jail them like criminals. It is a campaign
that will only benefit Americans, Jews and Indians.
Wasn't he the same Musharraf who America called a dictator
tyrant, then announced later that he is a sincere friend when he
helped them to shed Muslim blood in Afghanistan and to suffocate
Jihad in Kashmir, and set the FBI free to roam in Pakistan, and
last but least - allowed the Americans to get hold of the
scientists that worked on the nuclear project, to torture them
and to make an example of them for the sake of America's War On
Terrorism?
Aren’t America and all of its friends and allies similar to him
in their war on Terrorism, those that spread fear, coercion,
theft, corruption, despotism and treason?
The second thing we would like to remind the liar-Crusader Bush
of, is that Iraq does not enjoy freedom or security. The only
thing that happened was a power transfer, from the control of a
tyrant dictator-ruler who was secular and hostile to Islam, to a
Crusader occupation that fights Islam, kills, detains, and
tortures whoever they like and that steals anything and whatever
they want from Iraq on the pretext of a lie which would make a
bereaved woman laugh; that the US troops in Iraq are searching
for the lost phantom Weapons of Mass Destruction.
It is an occupation that seeks only to divide Iraq into torn
pieces that serve the interest of Zionists and Crusaders. You
liar deceitful Crusader: Why didn’t you mention one word in your
speech about those that you massacred in the hundreds, in a
holocaust of the struggling Iraq?
Why didn’t you mention a single word about the "delusion" of the
Weapons of Mass Destruction?
Third, we would like to tell Bush, the liar-Crusader, that he
did not destroy or annihilate two-thirds of al-Qa'ida. On the
contrary, it is still here – with God’s grace – alive and
present in the Jihad arena raising the banner of Islam in the
face of the Zionist-Crusader campaign aimed against the Islamic
nation. You liar-Crusader, your battle is not against al-Qa'ida,
but against Islam and the entire Islamic nation, which considers

al-Qa'ida to be one of its fighting vanguards that – with God’s
help – will defend its dignity, honor, and sanctities.
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In regards to the one-half, two-third or three-quarters…
whatever delusions or false rumors you may have, I say that you
and your criminal security agencies know better than anyone that
al-Qa'ida – with God’s graciousness and generosity – are
increasing, growing and expanding, despite what you and your
Zionist allies say. You of all people should know best that the
Islamic nation embraces al-Qa'ida and its Jihadists, and
provides them with aid and support, because they realize that
al-Qa'ida fights you and everyone that stands under your cross,
and that it defends Islam and Muslims. We promise to God
Almighty to pursue you as long as we still have a beating pulse
in our veins. Just like the Prophet (PBUH) and his companies
actively pursued Ibn-al-Haqiq and Ka’b Bin-al-Ashraf, with God’s
help and support.
Two years of war on the Mujahidin were sufficient to convince
any rational person of the extent of the folly of this war
against Islam and Muslims, but you are a foolish liar who cannot
reflect on the past, to learn what happened to the fate of the
Russians and the British that preceded you.
Therefore, we don’t have any ploy to offer you or your herds,
except to kill and send all of you to hell for an everlasting
evil unfortunate fate. We have made up our minds to make you,
your Crusader-herds, allies and traitor-agents a lesson to
criminals in history, with God’s help and strength.
The motives that led to 9/11 are still there, even increasing
and escalating due to your crimes and stupidity, and the 19
individuals who made you taste the worst defeat that history has
seen in the attacks on New York and Washington, are not
exceptional freaks of history, but are the vanguards of a nation
that rose up for Jihad, and there are millions of their brothers
eager to seek the same path.
And we say to you and to others of your Crusader kind, similar
to what Hassan Bin-Thabit - may God be pleased with him - said
to the polytheists of Quraysh (TN: the prominent tribe of the
Prophet): (TN: A poem meaning that: if you get lost, we will
continue our pilgrimage business and everything will be ok and
things will be bright again, or else you just wait for the

hangman who will show you a day that only God will be Merciful
to whoever He wants.)
Bush, you liar-Crusader, fortify your targets, strengthen your
defenses, and intensify your security, because the Jihadi
Islamic nation which sent the previous clandestine companies to
New York and Washington has made up its mind to send another
bunch of companies, one after the other, carrying death and
mayhem and seeking heaven.
The fourth thing we would like to remind the liar-Crusader Bush
of, is that the situation in Afghanistan is still unstable.
Otherwise liar-Crusader, how could we - with God’s help and
strength - launch attacks against your forces and your traitorbandit agents, and from where can we – you liar-Crusader – send
you our letters that challenge you and expose your lies and
falsifications? Can your puppet-agent Karzai hire Afghan guards
to protect him? Or does he get protected by American soldiers?
Could the United Nations forces be deployed outside Kabul? Why
do your forces retreat from one location to the next? Why do you
have to depend on hired gangsters that filled the country
stealing, looting, ripping-off, and disgracing its honor,
besides the narcotic trade and that’s based on your confessions?
And why do you, liar-Crusader, admit that after two years of
your Crusade the Taliban is still the greatest threat in
Afghanistan?
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Can you, the liar-Crusader, answer all of these embarrassing
scandalous questions?
The messenger of God, Prophet (PBUH) said: (TN: A quote from the
Hadith which means – what people realized as words of early
prophecy was saying if you don’t feel shame then do whatever you
want.)
In regards to the American people who Bush addressed in his
speech, we have a few words to say: To the mothers and fathers
of U.S. soldiers, whenever they receive a coffin arriving back
home, they should remember the US crimes in Iraq, Palestine,
Afghanistan, Chechnya, Kashmir, Guantanamo, and all of the
detention camps belonging to American friends everywhere. People
of America, whoever plants thorns will not reap roses.

I congratulate the Islamic nation, for the return of your masses
to fight in the Jihad arena carrying the Prophet's (PBUH)
victorious banner. So, increase your enemy, and rush your
martyrs to heaven, and don’t be hesitant in massacring those
Zionist-Crusader criminals, and as God said: (Do you fear them?
Nay, it is Allah Who is more deserving of your fear, if you are
true believers.)
Finally, we pray and thank God Almighty, Lord of all worlds, and
God bless our Prophet Muhammad, his family, and companions,
peace be upon them.
(End of Translation)

